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LG AKB72915206 full function or universal remote control to run varios devices and you can program the remote control to play the most popular brands of audio/video devices such as tv, DVD player (or VCR), or satellite receiver network. See programming for other equipment on the remote control that may have features not used by the receiver. This
guide makes it easy to set up and use a remote control this guide contains in-depth information to help you get the most out of the remote control, including control of other equipment such as TVs, video devices, and DVD players. If you press the power button pointing to the device if the powers off then it is already programmed and you do not need further
programming. If the device does not respond check the batteries in the remote control it may be that the batteries are exhausted. Use the remote mode buttons to set the remote control to the correct position of the equipment. Be sure to program the remote to run the other equipment as described in the manual. To change the mode, press the button for the
equipment you want to control. The mode button lights up for three seconds to show the remote is set to that mode. Depending on how the remote is set up, the remote may use UHF radio signals, infrared signals, or both to control the receiver. However, infrared signals are only used to control other equipment. Infrared signals generally travel short
distances 20 feet or 7 meters they can rise to 40 feet and can not go through walls or other solid objects. Point the remote control directly on the equipment you want to control, without any objects to block the signal path. This guide shows you how to program the remote to turn on the TV. The following section uses a different method to handle the remote
control to play a TV or other equipment (e.g. DVD player, VCR, tuner, amplifier, audio receiver or second TV). You can program the remote control by following the instructions in programming using remote code schedule equipment or scanning for equipment codes. When the remote is programmed to play combination equipment, such as TV/DVD or
TV/VCR, program the remote control in one mode, and then repeat the procedure in the other mode. For example, programming the remote to turn on the TV/DVD player using code 765, follow the programming instructions to monitor the TV playback using codes and then repeat the instructions for the DVD using the same code. Place the remote control in
TV mode to use TV functions, or DVD mode to use DVD player functions (or VCR). DirecTV (directv – live TV) Remote codes for LG TV: LG 5 TV codes Numbers: 11423, 10178, 11178.PRESS in this order: menu - settings - remote - remote program - TVslide switch in top mode to TV - enter LG – press and hold select and mute buttons to flash 4 10178.
Follow the instructions. If the size does not work then repeat and enter the code 11178.RCA Universal Remote Codes for LG TV: LG TV Codes: 1002, 1004, 1005, 1014, 1025, 1078, 1081, 1095, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1098, 1099, 1099, 1100, 11011 1128, 1130, 1132, 1134, 1144, 1149, 1171, 1205One for all the global remote of LG TV: LG TV codes: 0030,
0056, 0178GE Global Remote Codes for LG TV: LG 4 TV Codes Numbers: 0004, 0050, 9 0000, 0005, 0227, 0338, 0012, 0057, 0080, 0156 Process TV audio and video extensions, TVs 11/16/2018 Print Email Version Link This guide will cover how to explore and operate all the magic and standard remote controls. Depending on your LG TV model, the home
screen may look different depending on the operating system platform. MAGIC Remote Control has a tracking ball in the middle and displays like a computer mouse pointer on the TV. The standard remotes are flat and they do not display a movable indicator on the screen. For magic and standard remotecontrols. If all the buttons on the remote are not
working, try replacing the batteries. Replacement of matching batteries + and - ends up labeling inside the cabin. Do not mix old or used batteries with new batteries. For magic and standard remotecontrols. Some functions (e.g. OFF/ON, UP/Down channel) work across infrared (IR). Make sure that objects do not block the line of sight to the TV. Note: Make
sure you are using the correct remote and do not affect any operational settings. Only magical remotes. If some functions only work, try to un-register and re-register the magic remote again. Follow the instructions on how to re-register. If all the steps above fail, then the remote control will need to be replaced. Check out the remote replacement options
below. Only magical remotes. - Universal Control does not work with magic standard remotes remotes remotes have a tracking ball in the middle and displays like a computer mouse pointer on the TV. The standard remotes are flat and they do not display a movable indicator on the screen. You can use the magic remote to control other compatible devices in
your home. You don't need to keep after several controllers for the setup box, home theater, or sound bar. Visit the link below to learn how to set up universal control on your magic remotes. How to set up universal control based on your serial number, it seems that your TV is covered by the manufacturer's warranty. Please fill out the remote replacement
form to apply for a free replacement of the remote control. Based on your serial number, it appears that the TV warranty has expired. Please visit the LG Shop TV extensions page to request an alternative remote control. The serial number entered appears to be incorrect. Please check the number and try again. If you are still experiencing this problem,
please visit our LG TV appendage page appendage store to request an alternative remote controller. For Un-register (Un-pair), press and hold the BACK and BACK button for 5 seconds to record the remote control. The LED will flash red when the remote is not recorded. Press OK (scroll wheel) to re-record the remote control. 2017 Magic Remotes only work
with model TVs for 2017. How to record (pair) tv playback. Allow for about 20 seconds and press OK (scroll wheel) to record the remote control. Note: THE DONGLE RF WHEN PURCHASING THE REMOTE IS INCLUDED AS AN OPTIONAL EXTENSION. How to un-register (cancel the pair) press and hold the back and back button for 5 seconds to record
the remote control. The LED will flash red when the remote is not recorded. Press OK (scroll wheel) to re-record the remote control. Fast Un-pair: Hold down the caption button for 5 seconds. How to record (pair) tv playback. Allow for about 20 seconds and press OK (scroll wheel) to record the remote control. Note: THE DONGLE RF WHEN PURCHASING
THE REMOTE IS INCLUDED AS AN OPTIONAL EXTENSION. How to un-register (cancel the pair) press and hold the back and back button for 5 seconds to record the remote control. The LED will flash red when the remote is not recorded. Press OK (scroll wheel) to re-record the remote control. Fast Un-pair: Quickly un-pair and repair the magic press
remotely and press the EXIT button for 5 seconds. How to record (pair) tv playback. Allow for about 20 seconds and press OK (scroll wheel) to record the remote control. Note: THE DONGLE RF WHEN PURCHASING THE REMOTE IS INCLUDED AS AN OPTIONAL EXTENSION. How to un-register (cancel the pair) press and hold the back and back button
for 5 seconds to record the remote control. The LED will flash red when the remote is not recorded. Press OK (scroll wheel) to re-record the remote control. How to register (pair) compatible LCD models: LB5800 and LB6100 require AN-WF500 Wi-Fi dongle/Bluetooth receiver in order to run Magic remotely. LB6300, LB6500, LB7100, LB7200, UB8000,
UB8200, UB8300, UB8500, UB9200, UB9500, UB9800, EC9300, EC9700, EC9800. Compatible plasma models: PB6600 (REQUIRES AN-WF500 Wi-Fi Dongle/Bluetooth receiver in order to run Magic remotely), PB6900, PB66650. Turn on the TV. If necessary, connect the AN-WF500 dongle to one of the open USB ports on the TV. Allow for about 20
seconds and press OK (scroll wheel) to record the remote control. Note: If the form requires the use of AN-WF500, it is purchased separately. Dongle is not included with remote magic accessory movement. 2013 Magic Motion Remote (PREMIUM) How to un-register (non-pair) press and hold the BACK and BACK button for 5 seconds 1. Note: Red D It will
flash when the remote is not registered. Press OK (scroll wheel) to re-record the remote control. How to record (pair) tv playback. Allow for about 20 seconds to pass and press OK (scroll wheel) to record the remote control. Note: THE DONGLE RF WHEN PURCHASING THE REMOTE IS INCLUDED AS AN OPTIONAL EXTENSION. How to un-register
(cancel the pair) press and hold the back and back button for 5 seconds to record the remote control. Note: The LED will flash red when the remote is not recorded. Press OK (scroll wheel) to re-record the remote control. How to record (pair) tv playback. Allow for about 20 seconds to pass and press OK (scroll wheel) to record the remote control. Note: THE
DONGLE RF WHEN PURCHASING THE REMOTE IS INCLUDED AS AN OPTIONAL EXTENSION. How to un-register (non-pair) press the HOME and BACK button on the magic motion remotely at once for 2-5 seconds until the red light flashes 3 times, then release. How to register (pair) press the OK button 1 time on the magic movement remotely. The
new TV will show Magic Motion remotely is recording. The successful registration message will appear when the process is complete. 2011-2010 Magic Motion Remote How to un-record (non-pair) press enter and MUTE button on the magic motion remotely simultaneously for 2-5 seconds until the red light flashes 3 times, then release. How to register (pair)
connect the supplied dongle to any of the USB ports on the TV side. (It should have been sold with the Dongle RF remote control making it compatible with some LG TVs. Check the TV specifications to determine whether it is compatible with magic Motion Remote.) Note: This step is only required if purchased as a separate extension. Press the ENTER 1
button once on the magic motion remote. The new TV will show Magic Motion remotely is recording. The successful registration message will appear when the process is complete. Remote icons vary depending on the remote control manufacturer, so we can't keep a list of all icons. However, here are the most commonly used icons: Universal Control is only
available on magic remotes. To set up Universal Control, follow the following instructions: Press HOME (Smart) on the global control icon in the MY APPS bar. When you download the setup wizard, click START to get started. Select the type of device you want to control. Set the top blu-ray/DVD box for the home theater player audio bar to choose the input
channel that the device is connected to. If you set the top box, select the service provider. You will be presented with remote preset types. Job test Defeat, List, Sleep 1). If the test buttons don't work, use arrow selectors to choose a remote alternative type. When you find a remote type that works click OK. Select COMPLETE and press OK to finish the
processor. Note: The above steps will vary depending on the type of device. Follow the simple steps below: Press HOME and access universal control from the MY APPS bar. When you download the processor you'll be able to see a list of devices that have the universal control settings applied to them. Changing the setting (modifying) setting to cancel the
setting (remove) the Bluetooth service message can appear to be configured when multiple Bluetooth devices try to pair with the TV at the same time. This can usually happen when the TV is set up for use for the first time. Temporarily disable or turn off bluetooth functionality for nearby devices. (smartphones, PC/laptops, headphones) reset the TV to the
initial settings note: if the magic remote does not work at this time you will need to use the joystick on the TV. Note: Setting the TV to the initial settings will undo all user settings. When the inItial setting first appears, biz from turning the TV on and then replaying it. When the TV is restarted, the magic remote will be ready for pairing. Press the OK key (scroll
wheel) on the remote to pair it. Finish the initial setup process. Check for available firmware updates. After you successfully associate the magic remote with your TV, you can re-enable Bluetooth on your other devices. How to register (pair) - 2010/2011 connect the dongle supplied to any of the USB ports on the TV side. (It should have been sold with the
Dongle RF remote control making it compatible with some LG TVs. Check the TV specifications to determine whether it is compatible with magic Motion Remote.) Note: This step is only required if purchased as a separate extension. Press the ENTER 1 button once on the magic motion remote. The new TV will show Magic Motion remotely is recording. The
successful registration message will appear when the process is complete. How to register un (UN-PAIR) - 2010/2011 Press enter button and mute the magic movement remotely simultaneously for 2-5 seconds until the red light flashes 3 times, then release. How to register (pair) - 2012 press the OK button 1 time on the magic movement remotely. The new
TV will show Magic Motion remotely is recording. The successful registration message will appear when the process is complete. How to register un (UNIC-Pair) - 2012 Press the HOME button and back on the magic movement remotely simultaneously for 2-5 seconds until the red light flashes 3 times, then release. Make sure you use an LG remote control
to turn on the phone. You may be pressing a button that is not allowed in a particular entry or mode. (For example, press the channel button while hdmi input/mode is on) there is a button stuck on This causes this error to be displayed. Remove the batteries to check the remote control. The specific steps programmed and the use of a third-party remote
control will come either from the remote owner's manual or the remote control manufacturer. Contact the satellite factory or cable box for instructions on how to use the remote control. Print the email copy link * Ask question requested
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